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 Syriac Proverbs
 from California

 JOYCE BYNUM LETHIN

 The Syriac-speaking Christians who call themselves "Assyrians"
 are often called "Nestorians," and at times in the past have been
 described as "East Syrians" or "Assyro-Chaldeans." Their tradition-
 al homeland consisted of villages scattered throughout the region
 west of Lake Urmia in Iran, the plains and mountains of northern
 Iraq, and the mountainous Hakkiari district of southeastern Tur-
 key. It was in the Hakkiari district that the patriarchate of the
 Church of the East (commonly called in English "the Assyrian
 church") was situated for several hundred years until the calamitous
 events of World War I forced the Assyrians to flee that area. In 1914,
 in protest against the many raids by Turks and Kurds on their vil-
 lages, the Assyrians revolted. Badly outnumbered, they made a mass
 migration into Iran to join their countrymen there, and for a time
 they were safe. When fighting against them broke out once more,
 they then trekked toward what is now Hamadan, where they were
 put into camps by the British. An Assyrian source estimates that
 some 20,000 of her people lost their lives during this march alone.1
 In 1919 there were 25,000 Assyrian refugees in Baqubah near Bagh-
 dad who wanted nothing more than to return to their traditional
 homeland, which the Turkish government refused to allow. Some
 thousands were eventually settled in villages in northern Iraq, but
 discontentment still prevailed. When fighting broke out in 1933
 between a few Assyrians and Iraqi troops at the border of Syria and
 Iraq, the Iraqi army and public alike were seized with hysteria,
 since they feared the Assyrians. This terror resulted in a series of
 massacres which were carried out by the Iraqi army against the
 Assyrians, in which some hundreds of Assyrian men, women, and
 children were killed. After this event, some 6,000 Assyrians crossed

 1. Surma d'Bait Mar Shimun, Assyrian Church Customs, (London, 1920), 107.
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 88 WESTERN FOLKLORE

 over into Syria, while the rest either resettled in Iraq or were al-
 lowed to emigrate to other countries.2
 Prior to World War I geographical isolation and influences from

 neighboring peoples caused strong dialectical and social differences
 to develop among the Assyrians in these areas. Since that time, how-
 ever, because of the forced or voluntary emigrations many Assyr-
 ians from various areas have been living in the same communities
 and attending the same churches and social clubs, whether in the
 Middle East, England, or the United States. The largest number of
 Assyrian-Americans on the West Coast live in and around Turlock,
 California, where there has been an Assyrian community for over
 half a century. There are, in addition, several hundred families in
 the San Francisco bay area, where this collection of proverbs was
 made during 1970.
 It is perhaps their position as a very small linguistic and religious

 minority which has caused the modem Assyrians to be almost com-
 pletely ignored by anthropologists and folklorists alike. It is just
 these differences which have contributed to the maintenance of a

 very long tradition. That this tradition is very old has been recog-
 nized by John Joseph, who writes, "We can state with certainty that
 the Nestorians have preserved their ethnic state practically as it ex-
 isted at the time of the Arab conquest, since intermarriage of Chris-
 tians with Muslims implied conversion to Islam."3 Their tradition
 is rich in folklore, almost all of which has been transmitted orally,
 since many or perhaps most of the Assyrians are illiterate in their
 own language. Today this traditional lore is rapidly disappearing,
 particularly among the young people, who want to become assim-
 ilated into the life of the country in which they live.

 Scholars of the Syriac language have in the past concentrated
 mainly upon classical Syriac literature, most of which is over one
 thousand years old; scant attention has been paid to the language
 called "new Syriac" or "new Aramaic" which is now being spoken
 by the Assyrians. While classical Syriac is still used as the liturgical
 language by the Church of the East and other Christian groups for-
 merly associated with this church, most Assyrians do not understand
 the liturgical language. There is apparently only one collection of

 2. A. H. Hourani, Minorities in the Arab World, (London, 1947), 99-103.
 3. John Joseph, The Nestorians and Their Muslim Neighbors, (Princeton, 1961), 21.
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 SYRIAC PROVERBS 89

 modern Syriac proverbs, that being the 108 in Urmian dialect pub-
 lished in 1905 by Kampffmeyer,4 although Maclean's Grammar of
 the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac published in 1895 includes 130
 proverbs with explanations by the informants,5 and Socin lists 18
 in his folklore collection published in 1882.6 In addition, Cham-
 pion's section listing Arabic proverbs includes several which he
 designates as "Syrian," although no source is given.' Because of the
 paucity of published Syriac proverbs, this collection, though small,
 assumes some significance. Of the 35 proverbs in this collection,
 Maclean lists but 5; Kampffmeyer lists none.
 In the Syriac language proverbs are called masale (sing. masala),
 which corresponds to Arabic mathal and Hebrew mashal, signifying
 a proverb, simile, or resemblance.8 The term masale therefore in-
 cludes many kinds of expressions which are difficult to classify sep-
 arately. Masale among Assyrian-Americans are most often used by
 mature people, both men and women, and those expressions which
 are critical are almost always directed by the older person to the
 younger; since Assyrians are traditionally required to show respect
 for their elders, a person should never be openly critical of his
 senior. Young adult Assyrian-Americans regard masale in their na-
 tive tongue quite negatively, preferring to use the expressions cur-
 rent in their own Americanized milieu, a phenomenon which is
 apparently rather widespread.9
 Most of the people questioned associated knowledge of many
 masale with education or high religious standing. People often said,
 "You should go to see qasha [priest of the Church of the East]-he
 would know a lot of them," or would mention the name of someone

 with a university education. While clever use of masale is very much
 admired, those people who use them to excess are greeted with
 laughter, or perhaps even hostility, as in the case of a fault-finding
 wife who uses them to berate her husband.

 4. Georg Kampffmeyer, Neusyrische Sprichw6rter im Dialekt von Urmia, (Berlin,
 1905).
 5. Arthur John Maclean, Grammar of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac, (Cambridge,
 1895), 345-358.
 6. Dr. Albert Socin, Die Neu-Aramaeischen Dialekte von Urmia bis Mosul, (Tiibingen:
 Verlag der H. Lauppschen Buchhandlung, 1882), 204.
 7. Selwyn Gurney Champion, Racial Proverbs, (London, 1966), 329-344.
 8. Ibid., xxxvii-xxxix.

 9. See D6m6trius Loucatos, "L'emploi du proverbe aux diff~rents iges," Proverbium
 2 (1965): 22-23.
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 90 WESTERN FOLKLORE

 Explanations by the informants themselves supply not only cul-
 tural information which is often essential if we are to understand

 the proverb,'0 but also reveal values and attitudes which might
 otherwise remain hidden. Conversations which lead up to the use
 of the proverb are also quite helpful, since they place the proverb
 in context and illustrate its function much better than would an

 abstract discussion. For this reason, all such explanations and con-
 versations which were witnessed by the collector are included. Since
 the various dialects of Syriac are sprinkled with foreign words from
 the languages of the people with whom they were intimately associ-
 ated-be they Kurdish, Turkish, Persian, or Arabic--one would
 expect there to be differences in proverbs as well. For this reason,
 the masale are grouped according to informant, rather than accord-
 ing to content.

 In the following listing, informants are given pseudonyms at
 their request. I have provided a literal translation of each proverb,
 followed by a free translation.

 Masale Suraye1 (Syriac Proverbs)

 Shushan, 45, a native of Beirut, Lebanon, who has been in this
 country since 1960. Her mother is a native of Urmia, Iran, and her

 father is a native of Russia, but a descendant of Urmian Assyrians.
 She speaks Arabic, French, English, and Turkish in addition to her
 native Syriac.

 Bebdrukhina; khul! [Z 64]
 They are your peppers; eat!
 They are your peppers, now you eat them!

 A tale accompanies this masala, although it is usually not told,
 except to children and strangers.

 One day Mulla NusrAddin'sl2 wife sent him to the market to buy
 some cucumbers. When he got there, he saw these beautiful pep-
 pers, and they looked so beautiful that he couldn't resist them, so

 10. See Ojo Arewa and Alan Dundes, "Proverbs and the Ethnography of Speaking
 Folklore," American Anthropologist, Special Publication, 66, no. 6, pt. 2 (1964): 70-85.
 11. Stress is on the penultimate, unless otherwise marked. Palatized sounds are q, t,
 and s.

 12. Urmian Syriac pronunciation.
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 SYRIAC PROVERBS 91

 he bought them. When he got home his wife asked him where the
 cucumbers were. He told her that he saw the beautiful peppers and
 bought them instead. "Well," she said, "bebArukhina; khull" The
 peppers were so hot when he was eating them that the tears were
 running down his cheeks, but they were his peppers, so he had to
 eat theml (J240)

 Shusan smiled and laughed when she told this story. One got
 a picture of Mulla NusrAddin as looking comical and charming
 while sitting there, eating his peppers. Even though this proverb
 means "if you have done something wrong, you have to suffer
 for it," its association with the tale makes it anything but harsh.
 If a child is told "Bebdrukhina; khul!" by his mother, he iden-
 tifies with the famous character in his suffering, and has to
 smile as he thinks of the story.

 2. Shushan recently learned to drive and bought a car; however,
 with the many problems it has brought, she considers owning a
 car to be a mixed blessing. One day Shushan's younger sister
 said, "You know, I would like to have a car of my own. I think
 I will buy a car." Shushan replied:

 Risha d'la mraya, la asritle b'dismala! [Z 64]
 Head with no pain, not tie it with kerchief.
 If your head doesn't hurt, don't tie it with a kerchief.

 This proverb, which Shushan says means "don't ask for un-
 necessary trouble," is familiar to many Assyrians and is related
 to the custom of tying a kerchief around the head to cure a
 headache.'3 By pulling the kerchief very tight, the pain was
 somehow relieved. This treatment for headache is not used by
 the Assyrians in the United States, according to Shushan.

 3. Many Assyrian-Americans still maintain the custom of after-

 13. [For some published examples of this folk medical practice, see the following: "To
 cure the headache, tie a band very tightly around the head," in Ray B. Browne's
 Popular Beliefs and Practices from Alabama, University of California Folklore Studies
 no. 9 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1954), p. 70, no. 1153; "To cure a headache, wear a
 headache band around the head," in Donald M. Hines' "Superstitions from Oregon,"
 Western Folklore 24 (1965): 11, no. 57; and "To cure a headache, tie a piece of ma-
 terial very tightly around the forehead. This will serve to 'squeeze out' whatever is
 causing the pain," in Wayland D. Hand's "More Popular Beliefs and Supersitions
 from Pennsylvania," Two Penny Ballads and Four Dollar Whiskey, Kenneth S. Gold-
 stein and Robert H. Byington, eds. (Hatboro, Pennsylvania, 1966), p. 144, no. 77. Ed.]
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 92 WESTERN FOLKLORE

 noon tea, when unannounced guests may call for a pleasant
 social hour. At one such gathering there was a discussion of
 poverty in general, when one lady remarked that rich people
 seem to have no sympathy for the poor. Shushan remarked,

 Kisa swita litla khabra m'kisa spukta. [Z 64]
 Stomach full not know news, word of stomach empty.
 A full stomach does not get word of an empty stomach.

 Shushan associates this proverb with the Assyrians' plight in
 recent years: even though they were massacred, put out of their
 homes, and forced to stay in camps, most Assyrians believe that
 the world took no notice.

 4. Several people were chatting about a man who had gotten into
 trouble, when Shushan remarked:

 Nasha khaduri ye kalba b'nasle ya khabre palti baru.
 [Z 64, J 10]

 Man goes out either dog bites him or words come out about him.
 If a man goes out either a dog will bite him or people will gossip

 about him.

 This proverb expresses an ideal: that a person should stay close
 to home and not go out often. The ideal is obviously not always
 followed.

 5. "When we were little, my mother would tell us to do some-
 thing, and we wouldn't do it the first time. She would tell us
 again, maybe several times, and then she would say, as she was
 getting up:

 Halt leshani mara, bkhush agli mari." [Z 64, J 10]
 Instead my tongue hurt, let your feet hurt.
 Instead of hurting my tongue, hurt your feet.

 6. Shushan was working one day when her boss accused her of
 making a stupid error. She pointed out to him that she had in
 fact not committed the error, saying, "I don't eat with my earsl"
 Since this is a translation of a masala, the man did not under-
 stand, and Shushan had to explain that it means that she is not
 stupid. In Syriac the expression is:
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 Lakhma b'nati lewan khulta. [Z 64, J 10]
 Bread with my ears not have eaten.
 I haven't eaten bread with my ears.

 One may use this expression either as a defense or as a way of
 expressing pride in one's cleverness.

 7. Fair skin is considered much more beautiful than dark skin

 among the Assyrians. Since many of them have swarthy com-
 plexions, there is a masala which is used to console them:

 Khwara, libba d'khmara; kiuma, libba d'yuma. [Z 64]
 White, heart of ass; black, heart of day (sun).
 A fair person has the heart of a jackass; a dark person has the heart

 of the sun.

 Most Assyrians laugh when they hear this masala. It is often
 used to tease a fair-skinned person, especially if that person is
 critical of darker skin.

 8. One day the conversation shifted to a discussion of the actions
 of an older Assyrian man who was described as behaving very
 badly, no matter how much effort had been made to change
 him. Shushan remarked,

 Nura b'guja o'la b'muja. [Z 64]
 Fire in root and not in calf.

 The fire is in the old root and not in the young calf.

 Shushan explains that this masala means that only the very
 young are good.

 9. "A lady was cooking soup, and she put a little salt in it, and
 went away. Another lady came, and she put some salt in it, and
 she went away. Still another lady came and did the same. When
 the soup was done, nobody could eat it. That is why we say,

 Bushala d'raba le Akhalan." [Z 64, J 10]
 Soup of many not to eat.
 The soup of many is not fit to eat.

 The story is not told in association with the masala except to
 strangers andchildren.
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 Warda, 60, a native of the Hakkiari district of Turkey, has been
 in this country since 1961. He speaks Arabic, Kurdish, Turkish,
 English, and Syriac.
 Warda is also familiar with the preceding proverb, except that
 he says,

 Bushala d'raba le bashla. [Z 64, J 10]
 Soup of many not cook.
 The soup of many does not cook.

 Warda goes on to say: "We Assyrians aren't like Americans.
 You know, you have a meeting, and everyone takes part, and no
 one takes charge. But with us only one person speaks and han-
 dles everything. We think this is the best way."

 10.

 Al kiuma chu raing le dawiq. [Z 64]
 On Black no color not hold.
 On black no color will show.

 Warda says that if a man has lost everything and gotten into
 trouble, but is still worried about doing something which might
 damage his reputation, people would say to him, "Why do you
 worry?" and then use the proverb above. Shushan is familiar
 with this proverb and explains that it means, "Nothing you do
 will be of any use" if you suggest helping someone who is in
 serious trouble. It implies that the person is so thoroughly bad,
 nothing will help.

 11. "When you have one thing of your own, you must be satisfied;
 it is yours and you can be sure of it. If you want to get more,
 most probably even this one you will lose. This is why the As-
 syrians say:

 Kha sippra geo ida bush spaile min alpa prakha." [Z 64, J 10]
 One sparrow in the hand better is than thousand flying.
 A sparrow in the hand is better than a thousand flying.

 12.

 Dauwe jurbe bush spai ina min masta d'la jarube. [Z 64, J 10]
 Dauwe tried better are than yogurt not tried.
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 Tried dauwe is better than untried yogurt.

 Dauwe is a drink made by adding water, snow, or other liquid
 to yogurt. Although all people use dauwe as a refreshing drink
 in the summertime, poor people are sometimes forced to drink
 dauwe often because by mixing yogurt with water, they are able
 to stretch their meager rations, whereas eating pure yogurt
 would quickly exhaust their food supply. For this reason, dauwe
 is considered a poor man's drink. Warda explains that this
 proverb means a person should be satisfied with what he has,
 even if it is not the best. This masala is included in Maclean's

 list as Khulwa mjurba bush spai le min masta d'la mjarubeh
 (sour milk which has been tried is better than untried curds);
 in Kurdistan, according to Maclean, khulwa means 'sour milk,'
 not 'milk.'14

 13.

 Au mindi ke paish hzimzimma geo beta, sure al garawahte ke
 rdqdile. [Z 64]

 That thing is being spoken in house, children on roofs are
 dancing.

 Whatever is said in the house, the children will dance on the roofs.

 In Warda's homeland the roofs are level and usually attached
 to one another. In the winter time, when snow was on the

 ground, the people would sit on the roofs, and the children
 would use the roofs as a playground. Therefore, the roofs be-
 came the community meeting place for several months of the
 year. Warda explains that it is important to be very discreet in
 front of children, lest they tell everybody what was said or done.

 14.

 Qala d'da-usla m'rikhqa basimeleh. [Z 64]
 Voice of da'la from far is pleasant.
 The sound of a drum is nice from a distance.

 The traditional Assyrian music for weddings and other cele-
 brations uses the daitla and a zurna, a chanter with a nasal

 14. Maclean, 347.
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 sound. Warda says that although the datila sounds nice from
 afar, no one wants to stand close, because the noise is painful to
 the ear. This proverb is often used to comment upon the dis-
 appointment many Assyrians experienced when they came to
 this country expecting to find money lying in the streets.

 15.

 Zilleh b'rikha kababe, ina khmare d'amoghe. [Z 64]
 He went by smell kabobs, but donkeys being branded.
 He went by the smell of shish-kabob, but donkeys were being

 branded.

 Warda says that this proverb is similar to the one listed just pre-
 viously, in that it describes the actions of a person who was
 deceived by appearances. Maclean lists this masala as Khishli
 b'rikha d'tehwayate, ina khmare damoge (I went after the smell
 of chops, but [they were only] branding donkeys).'5

 16.

 Risha d'khola kflyele.
 Head of rope is short.
 The head of the rope is short.

 This masala is used when a person doesn't hear what is said, and
 asks the person talking to repeat himself. When the masala is
 used, everyone laughs, and thus are able to relieve the embar-
 rassment the person felt for having to ask for a repetition. Mac-
 lean lists this proverb as "The rope was short and did not reach
 you," and goes on to say, "Said when a man comes in too late
 for a thing, or if he does not listen to the beginning of a story
 and then wishes to have it repeated."'

 17.

 Bombu akhchi qala ke odda.
 His bomb only noise makes.
 His bomb only makes noise.

 This masala is used to console or to calm people who are either

 15. Ibid., 352.
 16. Ibid., 345.
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 frightened or impressed by the boasting or threats of another
 person. It means "he is harmless."

 18.

 Maqiume tus mingeo tena.
 He raises dust from mud.

 He is raising dust from the mud.

 This masala is similar to the one just above, in that it is used
 to counteract feelings about a man who is lying or bluffing.

 19.

 Mkhayele Iguda chammeh gare.
 He hits the wall to hear the roof.

 He is hitting the wall to hear the roof.

 This is used to describe the activities of a person who is going
 about something in a very inefficient, indirect manner. Warda
 says, "If the man isn't serious, we will say this to his face in a
 joking way, but the expression can also be used in a serious way
 behind a person's back."

 20. "If a man in the Middle East goes to the Americans to ask for
 a job, and decides that they are so rich, they will pay a lot, so
 that he is determined to ask for a fabulous salary. Another As-
 syrian would probably tell him:

 La matwit ta'na yaqura."
 Not put burden heavy.
 Don't put on a heavy load.

 Warda explains that this masala means that you mustn't over-
 burden anyone, or you will lose everything.

 21. "When someone is talking about something, and you think they
 are talking too openly, too directly, you will say to them:

 La mqalipla be'ta."
 Not peel egg.
 Do not peel the egg.

 This proverb emphasizes the need for discretion.
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 22. "If everyone is blaming a person for something, and you want
 to defend this person, you will say:

 Qosarta shmetalun geo rishu."
 Qosarta broken on his head.
 After a qosarta [earthen pot] has been broken on his head.

 Warda says that this means a person has been made a scapegoat.
 It is possible that this masala originated in an ancient custom,
 though Warda is unaware of such a custom.

 23. "If a man has lost everything, he should not be afraid; there is
 nothing left to be afraid of. To such a man we would say:

 Mimbar shai lekhlukh, matu dawe al rishukh."
 After you have been stripped, put dawe on your head.
 After you have been robbed of your clothes, put dawe [gold coins]

 on your head.

 While gold coins are worn on the head by some Middle Eastern
 peoples, the Assyrians have never followed this custom.

 Mushe, 45, a native of Kirkuk, Iraq, who has been in this country
 since 1955. He speaks Arabic, English, and Syriac.

 24.

 Shwawah d'qurba o'la khuna d'rikhqa.
 Neighbor close and not brother far.
 A neighbor that is close is better than a brother who is far away.

 Assyrians even in this country consider relatives to be very im-
 portant. It is equally important, however, to be friendly with
 your neighbors. Generally speaking, anyone who calls on an
 Assyrian will be greeted cordially and made to feel welcome.

 25.

 Leshana khulya up khowe ke pdlitle min geo buzzeh.
 Tongue sweet even snake brings from in hole.
 A sweet tongue will bring even a snake from its hole.

 This proverb is particularly useful for parents who are attempt-
 ing to teach their children to express themselves in a pleasant
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 manner. According to this masala, if a person says something in
 a nice way, even the meanest person will respond.

 26.

 In la naplit b'rish rishukh, la ydditle qadra d'aqlukh.
 If not fall on your head, not know value of your feet.
 If you don't fall on your head, you won't know the value of your
 feet.

 This proverb is most frequently used as a way of consoling a
 person who has made a mistake. It is often said by a mother to
 her child when the child is feeling miserable about having
 made a mistake. Maclean lists this masala as: "If (a man) does
 not walk on his head he will not know the measure of his foot,"

 and goes on to comment, "Great men ought to consider their
 inferiors." 17

 27.

 Hal kha ta'na lakhma o'melkha akhlet min kha nasha la ydditle spai.
 Until a load bread and salt eaten with a man not know him well.

 Until you have eaten a ton of bread and salt with a person, you
 don't know him well.

 This masala means, of course, that friendship takes time. It is
 also related to the traditional Assyrian custom of sitting down
 to eat before anything important is decided. While Assyrians
 are very hospitable and offer food as a gesture of friendship and
 hospitality, they value a certain amount of reserve in their social
 relationships.

 28.

 Ha nissa lkhowe min khola ke zadeh. [Z 64, J 10]
 Who bitten by snake of rope is afraid.
 He who has been bitten by a snake is afraid of the rope.

 This masala is used to explain behavior which expresses anx-
 iety; if a person is describing a man who is anxious and says,
 "I wonder why he acts that way," another person is likely to
 use this proverb.

 17. Ibid., 347.
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 29.

 Hawna mulpah makh qaissa qulpa. [Z 64]
 Mind educated like branch peeled.
 An educated mind is like a branch that has been peeled.

 The simile used in this masala means that in the educated per-
 son, all the rough edges of his mind have been removed, and
 the result is something which is nice, smooth, and refined.

 Asyat, 75, a native of the Hakkiari district of Turkey, who has
 been in this country since 1960. She speaks only broken English in
 addition to her native Syriac.

 30. A lady approached Asyat one day after church and apologized
 for not having invited her for tea. Asyat made a slight bow,
 smiled, and said:

 In sota baya sulya, shita yaruikhtala. [Z 64]
 If old lady wants to pray, year is very long.
 If an old lady wants to pray, the year is very long.

 By using this proverb, Asyat was consoling the other lady and
 telling her, "Don't worry; there is plenty of time." Maclean lists
 this masala as "If an old woman wants to fast, Fridays and Wed-
 nesdays are plenty," and further comments: "Said to a man to
 dissuade him from doing a thing he is fond of. Do not do it now,
 there is plenty of time to do it in."'8

 This collection represents only a very small number of masale,
 in comparison with the hundreds which the Assyrians use. Many of
 those listed here are concerned with the need for caution, patience,
 and discretion. Archer Taylor believes that the proverb typically
 "is cautious and conservative in pointing the middle way,"" a com-
 ment which is applicable to the masale presented here. Greatly
 needed, if we are to understand the function of proverbs, are studies
 of proverbs in contexts, patterned after Mathilde Hain's classic ex-
 18. Ibid.

 19. Archer Taylor, "The Study of Proverbs," Proverbium 1 (1965): 7.
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 ample; 20 this type of study requires, of course, an intimate knowl-
 edge of both the customs and the language. Perhaps this collection
 will inspire a native Syriac-speaking person to undertake such a
 study among his own people.

 San Francisco, California

 20. Mathilde Hain, Sprichwort und Volkssprache, Giessener Beitr. zur detsch. Phil.
 Nr. 95 (Giessen, 1951).
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